CLASS 601 SURGERY: KINESITHERAPY

This Class 601 is considered to be an
integral part of Class 128 (see the Class
128 schedule for the position of this
Class in schedule hierarchy). This Class
retains all pertinent definitions and
class lines of Class 128.
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KINESITHERAPY
.Ultrasonic
..Hyperthermia
.Contact-free comminution of
concretion
.Means for passive movement of
disabled extremity to return
natural range of motion
.Vacuum
..With means for attaching
diverse devices to vacuum
..With spring-actuating means
..Alternating positive and
negative pressure
..Negative pressure interrupted
..Body member enclosing
..Blood circulation stimulation
of the head
..Applied to eye
..Applied to bust
.With light, thermal, magnetic,
or electrical application
..Themal medium is a continuous
stream of heated air
..Comprising means for applying
fluid, medicament, cosmetic,
or cream to the skin
..Applicator having specific
movement
...Rollers applied to the body
....Electrical application
...Electrical application
...Foot
.Exercising appliance
..Chair, couch, bed, or table
...Including means to rotate head
about a longitudinal axis of
body
...With drive means
..Foot
...Foot support having
protuberances
...Reciprocating foot support
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....Vibrant foot support
...Oscillating foot support
...Rotating foot support
..Joint or limb (e.g., wrist,
arm, leg, etc.)
...Leg
....Pair of legs
.....Bicycle
..Eye
..Jaw
..Neck
..Hand and finger
..Artificial respiration
...Seesaw
...Produced by vacuum and
compression
....Conforms to shape of torso
portion
..Obstetric
.Vibrator
..Audio
..Pulse generator
..Couch, chair, or body support
...Gyratory motion
...Reciprocatory motion
....Roller
...Oscillatory motion
....Specific component
...Fluid
...Vibrant cushion
....Having vibrator contained
therein
....Drive means directly attached
or extending into cushion
....Vibrator support for cushion
structure (e.g., spring)
.....Unbalanced weight having
drive means
...Movable membrane
....Spring activated
....Roller applied to the body
....With heating means
....Unbalanced weight having
drive means
...Support with vibrant armature
..Unbalanced weight
...Manually operated
...With drive means
....Electric drive
.....Belt retained on body trunk
.....Hand supported
......Transverse handle
......Belt retained on hand
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....Fluid drive means
..Fluid pressure causes aural
vibration
...Diaphragm actuated
..Vibrant armature (e.g.,
electromagnetic)
...Secured to user`s body
...Handheld
....Extended or attached bodycontacting member
..Reciprocating weight
..Vibrant slide
.Device with applicator having
specific movement
..Gyratory
...Couch, chair, or other body
support
...Electric drive means
...Fluid drive means
..Oscillatory
...Couch, chair, or other body
support
....Seat
....Specific component
...Electric drive means
....Including a plurality of
massaging balls, rollers, or
wheels
....Including a plurality of
massaging teeth, projections,
or filaments
...Fluid drive means
..Reciprocating
...Couch, chair, or other body
support
....Roller
....Vertically reciprocating
platform
...Electric drive means
....Roller contacting
intermediate surface
....Multiple applicators
....Foot
...Fluid drive means
....To restore heart beat
..Percussing
...Having drive means
....Brush
....Ball
....Multiple applicators
..Rotary
...Ball
...Brush
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..Rolling utilizing couch, chair,
or other support
...Reciprocating
...Including bodies disposed
above user
..Rolling with body or bodies
disposed on single axis
...Rolling with elongated handle
means carrying tubular or
disklike bodies
...With handle means at ends of
axis (e.g., rolling pin type)
...Consisting solely of a tubular
body
..Rolling with tubular or
disklike bodies disposed on
multiple axes
...With elongated handle means
...Belt-supported elements
...Hand manipulated
...With drive means
....Including bodies mounted on
rotated cylindrical structure
..Rolling with spherical bodies
disposed on multiple axes
..Rolling with elongated handle
carrying spherical bodies
...With drive means
..Rolling comprising freely
rotating spherical bodies
..Belt support carrying spherical
bodies
..Pinching
..Kneading or deep pressure
...With hand-manipulating means
..Frictioning
...Hand manipulated
....Frictioning surface
configured as padlike member
...Gum massager
....With dual arms hinged at base
....With elongate handle means
(e.g., toothbrush)
.....With drive means
...Belt supported
....With drive means
.....With means for mounting upon
floor
....Couch, chair, or other
support
....Multiple belts
..Flexible membrane caused to
move by fluid pressure
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...For applying pulsating or
sequential pressure
...Control means for causing
pulsation
...Body member enclosing or
encircling
....Pulsating pressure or
sequentially inflatable
.....Means for enclosing internal
body organ (e.g., heart)
..Lavative
...With means for connection to
outside source
....Couch, chair, or bath with
air spray means
....Couch, chair, or bath with
means to create a whirlpool
...Couch, chair, bath, or other
support
...With control of fluid
dispension (e.g., shampoo
device)
...Fluid current propelled onto
user
....Gun type
....Dental (e.g., Waterpick@)
.....With multiple jets
......With arcuate band to
conform to teeth (e.g.,
mouthguard)
.....With means for connection to
fluid source
....Enclosing part of body
...Portable or detachable device
to create whirlpool in bath
....Mat or ring-type aerator
...Nozzle head

FOREIGN ART COLLECTIONS
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